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The final week of February saw flows to EPFR-tracked funds reassert the
patterns in place just before the sell-off that started in late January
when investors were focused on broadly based global growth, a raft of
strong corporate earnings reports and renewed optimism about China's
prospects for the Year of the Dog.

We think offshore LGFV bonds that are categorized as HYs (i.e. non-
investment grade) should be avoided.

I don’t know but I heard Powell and I didn’t get much more of a hawkish
sense than I had before; Dec Fed Fund futures only rose about 4 bp
adding marginally odds of three hikes by the end of the year, and gave
all that up by week’s end. I mean, 4 bp … really?

EM Asia sovereigns and/or quasi-sovereigns should be more preferable 
in this market environment, though the overall sentiment towards EM 
bonds will likely worsen further in the foreseeable future.

As far as our trading strategy is concerned, we now like a long
positioning in the 10-year bond for a potential narrowing of the term
premium to somewhere close to 100bp.

Last week’s early month Powell inspired Dollar gains and his semi-
hawkish/bullish gradual rate hikes amid a strong US growth outlook
stance have largely been eroded.

Perhaps not enough attention is being paid to destabilizing risks of US
pro-cyclical policy and high levels of investor and market
(over)confidence, which may mean any endogenous shock could have
a much bigger impact.

A shorter-term Agricultural Index chart shows that a record low was
reached mid-January this year. Technical analysis shows the
subsequent rise breeching a key falling trend line with momentum
turning positive.

Look to sell for a deeper drop towards 139.71/138.67. Above 150.93
needed to stabilise.

Buy into any near term dips as we favour an extension of long term
widening targeting 235, perhaps 244. Place a stop under former range
resistance at 210.
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By Cameron Brandt, Director of Research

The final week of February saw flows to EPFR-tracked funds reassert the
patterns in place just before the sell-off that started in late January
when investors were focused on broadly based global growth, a raft of
strong corporate earnings reports and renewed optimism about China's
prospects for the Year of the Dog. Equity Funds recorded a collective
inflow of $17.7 billion during the week ending February 28 while
commitments to Bond Funds came in at a modest $2.4 billion and over
$25 billion flowed out of Money Market Funds.

But, with Italians going to the polls over the weekend, US President
Donald Trump expected to elaborate on his announcement steel and
aluminum imports will be hit with additional tariffs and another US
interest rate hike expected this month, the odds are increasing that the
transition from February to March could be as bumpy for mutual fund
investors as the one from January to February. Daily data showed flows
to US, Emerging Markets, Global and Japan Equity Funds losing
momentum as the week progressed.

Investors continued to pull money out of Dividend Equity Funds and
extended High Yield Bond Funds current outflow streak to seven weeks
and nearly $27 billion as dollar weakness, signs - albeit faint - of wage
growth and inflation and rising deficit projections cement the case for
the sixth hike in the current US tightening cycle.

At the single country fund level, Italy Equity Funds posted outflows for
the 16th time in the 18 weeks since the beginning of November while
Italy Bond Funds recorded their biggest inflow since 4Q16, redemptions
from Netherlands Equity Funds hit levels last seen in November and
Saudi Arabia Equity Funds posted record-setting inflows for the second
time in less than a month.

For further information on EPFR, please visit:
https://financialintelligence.informa.com/products-and-services/data-analysis-and-tools/epfr

Technology Sector Funds remained the biggest money magnets among
the 11 major Sector Fund groups tracked by EPFR during the final week
of February, taking in over $1 billion for the fourth time in the past eight
weeks, with Financial, Industrials, Commodities and Consumer Goods
Sector Funds also attracting fresh money.

In contrast the previous week, less than half the money committed to
all Commodities Sector Funds went to ones with gold and precious
metals mandates. Silver Funds did post their fifth consecutive inflow,
the longest such run since mid-2Q17, but funds dedicated to industrial
metals and nickel featured among the week's top 10 when ranked by
inflows.

Back to Index Page

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/products-and-services/data-analysis-and-tools/epfr
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Is There Anyone Left Who Likes Bonds?

The Context

By David Ader, Chief Macro Strategist

I don’t know but I heard Powell and I didn’t get much more of a hawkish
sense than I had before; Dec Fed Fund futures only rose about 4 bp
adding marginally odds of three hikes by the end of the year, and gave
all that up by week’s end. In context, the odds of 2% or more in
December are near 68.5%% from just shy of 64% a week earlier.
Frankly, I think that pretty much prices three in for now and I’m not just
trying to talk a bullish position. I just don’t see that it was a more
determined hawkish lean than the market already had. I mean, 4 bp …
really?

Consider some of the data of late; Retail Sales, Hours Worked in Jan, U
MIch 1-year inflation expectations, Capital Goods Orders in Dec, Real
Average Hourly and Weekly Earnings, January IP and CapU, Existing
Home Sales, New Home Sales, Durable Goods, downward revision to
GDP, Chicago PMI, Pending Home Sales, stocks. There is another side to
all the optimism that might be more than just bad weather. You see
much of that ‘aggregated’ in the Citi Economic Surprises indices:

Again, I’m not saying we have cause to be bullish much. Rather, that
we’ve priced in a lot of the bearish news in many ways. Not only is
sentiment still very oversold, but the data expectations seem to have
adjusted. By these I refer to that Citi Surprise Index, which is at the lows
for the year meaning that the data is no longer surprising people -- it
does not necessarily mean the data is weak, only that it’s not surprising
to the upside. And for the EZ and majors it’s at the lowest level since
2016.

I think the markets are dealing with a lot of anxiety. Leaving the raw
influences of empirical economic data aside, there’s turmoil in
Washington with ongoing Trump blasts as Sessions, more on trade
sanctions etc, seeping extensions it seems of Russia investigations,
resignations of more people in the White House, Kushner’s security
clearance and potential conflicts with family business. Leaving aside his
bluster and Trump’s heretofore use of the stock market as his favored
popularity poll, the last month tells a different story. I ponder if the
approach to the mid-term elections will increase the stress on markets.

Jerome Powell, let’s be frank, didn’t say much that we didn’t already
know; the Fed’s got its three more hikes there in the dot-plots, the data
the Fed harps on (jobs and inflation) have firmed since December and
odds were already strong for those hikes before this week. In short,
stocks reacted negatively but what did they react negatively to? The
addition of 10% odds to an already nicely discounted set of hikes this
year. That seems a glib excuse. That Powell, like any Fed chairman and
so many FOMC members have opined in recent years, would hike even
if it caused equity market volatility reveals more about the vulnerability
of stocks that it does about the risk of one more hike, possibly, than we
thought.

This is an excerpt from Ader’s Musings. For the full article, please click HERE.

Back to Index Page

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/resources/product-content/ader-steady-at-the-fed-sideways-in-the-market
https://igm-novus-production-uploads.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/upload/asset/81343/Ader_FI_musings_-_March_2_2018.pdf
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Asia Credit Strategy: Sovereigns/Quasi Sovereigns Still Offer Better Value

By Tim Cheung, Riki Zhang

EM Asia bond sentiment weakened significantly in February when
equities corrected sharply on inflation and rate hike fears. That,
combined with US corporates' overseas cash repatriation as part of
Trump's tax reform, has made investors more cautious about pouring
money into EM Asia bonds versus January. Regarding US corporates'
overseas cash repatriation, we have already heard of AAPL's decision to
bring its USD163bn overseas cash position to zero.

We herein reiterate our view given in the "Asia Credit Strat: De-risking
seems far from finished, energy names preferable" dated 22 February
that:
• inflation fears in the US combined with the tight valuations will keep

investors from pouring money into EM credit;
• quasi-sovereign energy credits might offer better value these days.

We do not see any significant conflicts between the data given by Citi
and those from other major names. In fact, data from JP Morgan
enables us to have a closer look at how the positioning changed in EM
sovereigns and EM corporates respectively.

Our view is reinforced by a couple of new findings:

First, as per the data given by Citi, a big drop in overall positioning in EM
Asia bonds was common across currencies after February's selloff.
Meanwhile, hedge funds' positioning in EM bonds was short as of 22
February (chart 1), versus neutral as of 24 January. The outlook of real
money investors' positioning was better, but still decreased a lot (chart
2).

Continued p6
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Asia Credit Strategy: Sovereigns/Quasi Sovereigns Still Offer Better Value … Cont’d

As far as the fresh supply is concerned, we find EM Asia sovereigns are
in a far less challenging position. Chart 4 shows that less supply will be
coming out of EM Asia this year. Of this, there is a very good chance
that supply of sovereigns from the region will be negative on a net basis
this year.

Based on the above mentioned, EM Asia sovereigns and/or quasi-
sovereigns should be more preferable in this market environment,
though the overall sentiment towards EM bonds will likely worsen
further in the foreseeable future. We are worried that real money
investors will scale back their long positions further, not to mention if
hedge funds turn to increase their shorts.

Chart 3 shows that positioning in EM sovereigns was less impacted than
that in EM corporates by the February selloff. One possible explanation
for this, we think, is many investors after the February's selloff chose to
buy ETFs, which in general are more liquid in secondary trading and
have a much larger exposure to sovereigns and quasi-sovereigns, for a
market rebound.

Back to Index Page
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Asia FI Strategy: Time to Bet On A Fall In Indian Bond Yields

The RBI released the minutes of the February 6-7 MPC meeting in the
third week of January. Five out of six MPC members voted in favour of
an unchanged policy rate of 6.00%, with the remaining one vote for a
25bp hike. The minutes suggested all members seem concerned about
the recent rise in headline CPI inflation and expect growth to recover
further in FY19 due to stabilization of goods and services taxes, ongoing
process of bank recapitalization and resolution of stressed assets under
bankruptcy code and due to various measures announced in the budget
to support the rural economy and infrastructure.

Chart 1 shows that RBI upped the inflation projections but lowered GVA
growth estimates. That, in our view, means MPC members indeed see
growing inflation risks but are more willing to keep the policy rate
unchanged until a solid growth recovery starts to emerge than anytime
soon.

By Tim Cheung, Riki Zhang The minutes talked a lot about inflation risk, which isn’t particularly
friendly to the bond market. As a result, India’s government 10-year
yield on 22 February reached 7.81%, a fresh 2-year high, before
retreating to the 7.70% level.

Persistent widening of the term premium given by the 10-year yield
over the RBI policy rate (chart 2) over the past few months suggests the
market has been pricing a rate hike.

In our view, the rate hike fears are a bit overdone. Rather than hiking
the policy rate, the RBI is more likely to keep banking system liquidity
ample over April-September, which is a crucial season for the industrial
sector.

While base effects will probably push up growth numbers in upcoming
quarters, low capacity utilisation arising from persistent slack in the
economy is more likely to remain (chart 3).

Continued p8
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Asia FI Strategy: Time to Bet On A Fall In Indian Bond Yields … Cont’d

Overall, high real lending rates are unfavourable to capacity utilisation,
as a result delaying recovery. Admittedly, the Fed will raise interest
rates further over the rest of the year. Assuming Fed has three more
25bp rate hikes this year while RBI chooses to leave the policy rate
unchanged, India-US rate gap (currently at 450bp) will eventually
narrow down to 375bp by the end of the year, which should remain
acceptable to the MPC members, in our view.

As far as our trading strategy is concerned, we now like a long
positioning in the 10-year bond for a potential narrowing of the term
premium to somewhere close to 100bp. With reference to chart 2, the
term premium did see a consolidation in 100-120bp region during both
the second half of 2013 and the period of Q4 2015 to Q2 2016. In
contrast, it has widened sharply all the way to the 170bp level over the
past months without taking a break. To play safe, we tend to take
120bp as the target. That means there is potential for 10-yr bond yield
to retreat to 7.20% (chart 4), 50bp below the current level.

Back to Index Page
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Asia Credit:  Tough Days For Chinese LGFVs Are Coming

China onshore bond yields are expected to stay high this year as
deepening financial deleveraging outweighs a macro slowdown. This
prediction by CCXI, the largest domestic credit ratings agency in
mainland China, was given just a week before the NDRC’s mid-February
announcement to strictly prohibit enterprises from accepting
guarantees given by local governments or their subordinate
departments in various names in market-oriented debt financing.

As a consequence of the above, liquidity has now become less
accessible and local government funding vehicles (LGFVs) are drawing
investors' attention again.

With risk prevention at the top of the policy agenda, policymakers and
regulators will make a further push for financial deleveraging. It seems
that from now on they are more willing to tolerate incidents of defaults
as long as they do not snowball. We expect defaults by LGFVs will
happen after some time, as debt refinancing without local government
guarantees has now become very difficult for some of these issuers.
Despite that, the risk might be confined to the regional context.

Since President Xi Jinping in April last year stressed openly that
maintaining financial safety is strategically important to the country's
economic and social development, onshore debt issuance by non-FI
corporates has turned lacklustre (chart 1). Although the total amounted
to CNY40.8tn in 2017, up by CNY10.4tn, most of this increase was
boosted by the government (up by CNY6.7tn) and financial institutions
(up by CNY2.6tn). Issuance by non-FI corporates fell in almost every
sector, with the most in real estate, which was down by two-thirds.

By Tim Cheung, Riki Zhang 

As far as LGFVs are concerned, we will likely see a sharp decline in debt
issuance by these entities, both onshore and offshore this year, and a
much bigger magnitude of decline in 2018 than in 2017 (chart 2 and 3)
would not be a surprise to us.

Continued p10
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Asia Credit:  Tough Days For Chinese LGFVs Are Coming … Cont’d

Then what about the outstanding LGFV offshore bond issues? In this
aspect, we think those in onshore holding company keepwell structures,
are now at a much higher risk of default than before. This is one of the
three major structures of outstanding LGFV issues. The other two are
direct issuance structures and onshore holding company guarantee
structures.

Onshore holding company keepwell structures are widely considered as
the weakest structure among the three. While keepwell agreements are
enforceable under international law and a breach of any undertakings
by the onshore parent represents an event of credit default, they are
different from an explicit guarantee in terms of the nature of judgement
and procedures of enforcement under the New York law.

In tandem with financial sector deleveraging, the authorities
understandably have to tighten the regulations on local government
financing. Perhaps the NDRC is not seeking to totally eliminate LGFV
financing. In our view, she might just want to tighten local
governments’ fiscal finances, eliminate local government-related
entities being used solely as financing platforms, and to have existing
LGFVs become commercially viable companies. That being said, some
LGFVs eventually will fail to survive this change. Those do not have
strong viable projects that generate steady cashflows will be at much
higher risk from now on.

Chart 4 and 5 show the the IG LGFVs that we think are safest and the 
HYs that we believe are riskiest.

Back to Index Page

As such, we think offshore LGFV bonds that are categorized as HYs (i.e.
non-investment grade) should be avoided. Among the IGs, those issued
on the back of municipal governments (such as Beijing, Tianjin) are most
preferable, then followed by those under the provincial-level
government. The least preferable ones are those issued on the back of
sub-provincial level governments.
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G10 FX Seasonality in March?

The Context

By Tony Nyman, Head G10 FX

Last week’s early month Powell inspired Dollar gains and his semi-
hawkish/bullish gradual rate hikes amid a strong US growth outlook
stance have largely been eroded.

Taking over is fresh negative sentiment amid US President Trump
warning there will be no exemptions from US tariffs on steel and
aluminium imports as the EU prepares retaliatory measures and officials
warned of the risk of a transatlantic trade war.

So far in March, the USD is down against GBP -0.3% to -1.0%-plus losses
versus CHF, EUR, JPY and NOK and up just versus commodity blocers
AUD and CAD a small +0.2% and +0.5%.

How about March generally? Does the USD tend to win out or come

under pressure during this month and are there any G10s that are

particularly volatile?

 Last year, it was pretty mixed. USD losses from -0.1% CAD to -2.10%

GBP and JPY, but wins vs +0.6% AUD to +1.9 NZD and +2.2% NOK.

 In 2016, it was across the board USD losses, -1.3% JPY to -6.2% SEK

and -6.7% AUD (as high yielders shone even amid some hawkish Fed

rhetoric).

 In 2015, the USD was flat versus the YEN, but up everywhere else,

from +0.5% NZD to +4.0%-plus vs EUR and NOK (+4.5%).

 In 2014, the Usd was largely a loser, worst versus commodity

blocers -3.5% NZD and -3.7% AUD. Only material gains made versus

JPY at +1.7%.

 In 2013, it was similar, down -1.0%-plus versus GBP, CAD and NZD

and maxing out at -2.0% versus AUD.

 In 2012, some light USD losses, i.e. -0.2%/-0.4% SEK, EUR, GBP and

CHF, but decent size gains elsewhere, from +1.3% CAD to +2.5%

NZD and biggest win +4.3% AUD.

 In 2011, the USD found itself mostly under pressure, from -1.0%

NOK to -2.6% EUR.

 In 2009, USD profit taking as the S&P 500 bottomed, with near full

board losses of -1.9% GBP to -9.7% AUD, -12.0% SEK and -13.6%

NZD. USD gains only seen versus JPY of +1.5%.

Continued p12
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G10 FX Seasonality in March? … Continued

The Context

Back to Index Page

 In 2008, something different, decent size losses for the most part of

-1.4% NOK to -3.8% JPY and EUR and -5.0% vs CHF, but gains versus

commodity blocers +2.6% NZD, +2.8% AUD and +3.4% CAD.

 In 2007, down virtually across the board, -0.5% GBP and CHF to -

3.1% AUD and NZD.

 For good measure, in 2006, it was very mixed, -0.7% CHF to the

outperforming Scandis -1.7% SEK and -2.7% NOK, with USD

victories seen vs +0.7% GBP, +1.4% JPY and then the commodity

blocers of +2.9% CAD, +3.8% AUD and +7.3% NZD.

So, a couple of themes stick out. The USD tends to underperform through March and can do so particularly versus
commodity blocers AUD and NZD, which are volatile. USD/JPY about the best performing USD pair generally.

Would you like a full G10 FX Week report? Please contact sales@informagm.com if interested.

mailto:sales@informagm.com
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By Chris Shiells, Emerging Markets Managing Analyst

After new Fed Governor Powell said in a question-and-answer session
on Tuesday that his outlook for the economy has strengthened since
December, UST and global yields once again jumped, leaving traders
pondering the prospect of four rate hikes in 2018.

This remains perhaps the biggest question for financial markets in 2018:
How much will the Fed hike and how high will Treasury yields climb?
For Emerging Market investors this translates into the end of the
goldilocks scenario, and if this becomes messy or remains ordered? If it
is a story of reflation driven by global growth and matched by central
banks raising rates and gradually lifting yields, then this should be
positive for continued inflows to EM. If it is a story of global yields
surging due to quantitative tightening, and as some have suggested that
global growth will slow, then this will lead to sharp outflows.

The end of the week brings the US February Labour report, and with it
the highly analysed gauge of wage growth, which was blamed for the
correction in equities this month after the reading for January showed
the biggest gain since 2009. In the US inflation breakeven rates are close
to the highest since 2014, and according to our technical analysts is set
to go further.

Should Emerging Market Investors Carry On Regardless?

As per Marcus Dewsnap, IFI Senior Editor, it is perplexing as to why 2%
ish y/y US CPI is taken as so dramatic. In the context of the last several
decades, real rates remain low, which equals a still extremely loose
monetary policy stance. Still, the flow into global inflation protected

Continued p14

funds (via EPFR, see below) is instructive with regards inflation
concerns. Although this has been the trend for several years, if not the
recent volume. The trend is possibly more indicative of the receding
fear of deflation.
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Market pricing suggests 3-4 Fed rate hikes this year, while the ECB is
seen moving very gradually (although it can be argued it would be more
prudent to act quicker) and the BoJ will remain where it is on policy.
Thus, the general consensus being borne out by the flows data is that
there is no need to panic on the US inflation front.

However, are investors ignoring the risks?

Should Emerging Market Investors Carry On Regardless? … Cont’d

Back to Index Page

• Perhaps not enough attention is being paid to destabilizing risks of
US pro-cyclical policy and high levels of investor and market
(over)confidence, which may mean any endogenous shock could
have a much bigger impact.

• On the same theme cash holdings are at multi-year lows, which is a
concern, as this means investors are operating without any safety
nets. This is supported by EPFR’s allocation data and the chart
above shows the percentage allocation of cash in Global Equity and
GEM Equity Funds since the data began.
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By Marcus Dewsnap, Senior Editor & Ed Blake, Chief Europe Technical Analyst

Structural Disinflation Waning?

The chart below caught our attention towards the end of last year. It is
the Bloomberg Agriculture sub-index alongside the US 2s-30s spread
since early 2011.

The point made about this relationship is one of structural
disinflationary pressures via falling food prices feeding through to a
lower inflation premiums and therefore acting as a drag on longer-term
yields, hence supporting curve flattening.

Indeed, the Ag index has been on a downtrend since the mid-1990s
(see next chart). During this period, globalisation is a dominant event
bringing with it great technological change and an increasingly more
efficient agricultural industry. The role of expanding global value chains
cannot be underestimated either. Food costs are a significant element
of CPI baskets around the globe, hence, this is all disinflationary.

Continued p16
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Structural Disinflation Waning? … Cont’d

Back to Index Page

Is this structural issue changing? A shorter-term Agricultural Index
chart shows that a record low was reached mid-January this year.
Technical analysis shows the subsequent rise breaching a key falling
trend line (see above graph) with momentum turning positive.

This all suggests a direct (re) inflation play (assuming one believes
structural disinflation via food cost is indeed ebbing) is via soft
commodities. In comparison to equities they have significantly
underperformed over the last 10-years (see next with Bloomberg Ag
Index versus the FTSE World).

A not insignificant threat to a rising food costs scenario comes from a
stronger Dollar – possibly induced by the market changing its
perspective of US rate hikes to a faster pace. Stalling/falling demand via
an economic slowdown would also impact. There is also probably
plenty still to be gained from technological advances too.

One other interesting aspect to consider if food prices do enter a
structural inflationary period at the same time as growing trade
tensions - the latter will act as at least a partial offset to the
(disinflationary) impact of global value chains. Further, technology will
not be as universally available as it is now, which will limit global
efficiency gains.

Note that the combined net speculative position for the components of
the Bloomberg Ag Index have recently been culled from an extreme
short to a small long.
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GBP/JPY – Bearish Engulfing Bar Threatens Further Weakness

Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell

Back to Index Page

• Rally off the 2016 low at 121.61 stalled at
156.61, shy of 50% of the fall from the 2015
peak (195.88) at 158.75.

• Subsequent sharp decline has left a Bearish
Engulfing bar in place for February on the
monthly chart.

• Monthly Stochastics are crossing lower from
overbought levels.

• Scope seen for a deeper decline towards prior
reaction lows in the 139.31/138.67 area.

• Below could extend to challenge the April 2017
low/61.8% of 121.61-156.61 rally at
135.60/134.98.

• Bulls need to clear 150.93 (not shown on
chart) to relieve immediate pressure.

IFI Research’s global team of Technical Analysts constantly look for interesting patterns in prevailing price action of a broad range of currency pairs, 

fixed income and commodity products.  We will highlight the most compelling on these pages.  For information on the full spectrum covered, please 

contact your Account Manager.

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Look to sell for a deeper drop towards
139.71/138.67. Above 150.93 needed to stabilise.

Resistance Levels 

R5 172.40 200-month MA 
R4 164.10 11 March 2016 high, near the 31 May 2016 high at 163.90 
R3 158.75 50% of 195.88-121.61 fall 
R2 156.61 2 February 2018 high 
R1 150.93 21 February 2018 high 

Support Levels 

S1 141.20 5 September 2017 low 
S2 138.67 12 June 2017 low, near the 24 August 2017 low at 139.31 
S3 135.60 17 April 2017 low, near 61.8% of 121.61-156.61 rally at 134.98  
S4 129.87 76.4% of 121.61-156.61 rally 
S5 121.61 7 October 2016 low 
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US/EU 10 Year Yield Spread – Awaits renewed widening targeting 235
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake

Back to Index Page

• Advanced in an 8mth rising channel from 170 
to retrace over 76.4% of prior narrowing from 
the key 235 top.

• While the market has since corrected from 
223, a higher low is favoured over 210, 
allowing fresh widening.

• Daily-monthly studies remain constructive and 
an eventual of 223 will re-target the key 235 
peak.

• Above confirms 170 as a major higher low and 
signals extended widening to Fibonacci targets 
between 244-256.

• Only below prior resistance at 210 would 
caution and risk deeper near term corrective 
narrowing towards channel support at 201

IFI Research’s global team of Technical Analysts constantly look for interesting patterns in prevailing price action of a broad range of currency pairs, 

fixed income and commodity products.  We will highlight the most compelling on these pages.  For information on the full spectrum covered, please 

contact your Account Manager.

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Buy into any near term dips as we favour an
extension of long term widening targeting 235,
perhaps 244. Place a stop under former range
resistance at 210.

Resistance Levels 

R5 256 1.618 projection of the long term -90/90 rally from -34 
R4 250 1.382 projection of 170/210 off 195 
R3 244 1.236 projection of 170/210 off 195 
R2 235 Multi-decade peak – 27 December 2016, also equality of 170/210 off 195 
R1 223 2018 top – 21 February, near .764 projection of 170/210 off 195 and 8mt rising channel top 

Support Levels 

S1 210 11 December 2017 former high 
S2 201 8mth rising channel support 
S3 195 15 November 2017 and 11 January 2018 lows (base of the former 3mth box consolidation) 
S4 181 30mth rising trendline, nr 15 August 2017 high (184) and 13 October 2017 higher low (187) 
S5 170 20178 low – 18 July 
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